The chief industry of Edinburgh is education. It would perhaps be rash to say that Edinburgh turns out scholars, talking in the same strain as that we employ in alluding to the industries of Manchester and Sheffield ; because wise men, or even learned ones, cannot be made to order like scizzors and calico ; and the action of the influences of culture on the raw material of human nature cannot be so safely predicted as the developments which the processes of manufacture bring out of cotton or steel. But it is undeniable that the best energy of Edinburgh is devoted to the intellectual development of youth, and that the great interests of the city are those of its educational institutions.
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At the head of these, as the most renowned and the most direct and specific in its action, stands the great Medical School of theUniversity. Its fameisof no recent growth, and the yearly increasing number of students who seek admission to its portals shows that Edinburgh still keeps its old place among the great medical schools. of the world. Such a reputation as it possesses cannot be gained, nor can it be maintained, without teachers of undoubted eminence?men who are not only themselves interested in their work, and determined to elucidate those scientific problems which beset all who travel the upward path of science, but who have also the art to imbue their students with a sympathetic enthusiasm.
A good teacher of any branch of medical study must be not only an able practitioner and a thoughtful scientist himself; he must be able also to make those who learn from him able practitioners and thoughful scientists too. Such men Edinburgh has never lacked, but of all the distinguished names that mark the roll of Edinburgh professors in the medical faculty, the most distinguished, the best known to the world at large, as well as to the profession, is that of James Simpson, whose fame as an obstetric physician had spread over the kingdom before the introduction by him of chloroform into surgical practice made him world-renowned.
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